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A method and system for improved monitoring of document changes in a search engine, such as by an indexing program. Once an indexing or other such monitoring program is halted, upon restart the monitoring program needs to update its own files, such as its indexes, to reflect document changes that occurred while halted. A file system such as the Windows NT file system persistently logs document change information on disk in a monotonically increasing, uniquely-numbered persistent record, which further identifies the file that has changed. The method and system utilize the logged change information to efficiently maintain the indexes or the like, and to rapidly update the indexes after a shutdown and subsequent restart.
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MONITORING DOCUMENT CHANGES WITH
PERSISTENT UPDATE SEQUENCE NUMBERS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates generally to computers and file systems, and more particularly to monitoring document changes such as when indexing the contents and properties of documents on a file system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Programs which track file activity on a file system, such as a program which automatically generates and maintains an index of a file system's documents, are becoming important user tools as storage mechanisms store an ever-increasing number of files. For example, Microsoft Corporation's Index Server product indexes the contents and properties of documents on one or more file systems, and provides users with a search engine to query the index and quickly locate matching documents. A desirable feature of Index Server is that it runs in the background to automatically keep its internal indexes up-to-date as the user modifies documents. Newly created documents are indexed, modified documents are re-indexed, and deleted documents are removed from Index Server's indexes as the user changes them. To this end, Index Server monitors the file system for changes to documents using Win32 Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) FindFirstChangeNotification and FindNextChangeNotification. These APIs function reasonably well but inefficiently, as they provide information on virtually all file activity, including transitory information that is not important to the overall indexing scheme. Moreover, existing mechanisms often provide change notification before the document is available for indexing, (e.g., when the file is still locked open by the user).

While Index Server and other such programs have thus become important user tools, under certain circumstances
such programs are halted. The user can continue to modify
documents even when these background programs are halted,
however, resulting in a situation in which the file system
activity is not properly tracked. For example, Index
Server may crash due to a program error, a condition
referred to as an abrupt shutdown. For a dynamic indexing
program such as Index Server, this results in out-of-date
indexes. Moreover, a feature of Index Server is that
during low resource conditions, (e.g., disk space is low),
the program will stop accepting document change
notifications. The user can continue to make document
changes during the low resource condition, however Index
Server's indexes are not kept up-to-date as the Index
Server program will not accept changes until sufficient
disk space becomes available. Again, such a situation
results in out-of-date indexes.

Once the indexes become out-of-date, Index Server
needs to determine the list of documents that were changed
since Index Server was halted or since it stopped accepting
change information. One possible solution is to simply re-
index all files from scratch upon every start-up, however
this solution becomes unacceptably slow even with only a
few thousand documents.

A more sophisticated solution is to compare each
document in the file system with the information on that
file maintained in Index Server's indexes, and synchronize
any differences between the two. Properties stored in the
index include the document name, the physical path of the
document, the write time, i.e., the time that the file was
last modified, and the document's ID, which is a unique
identifier for every document in the internal index. After
start-up, a tree traversal of the indexed volume is
performed, which scans every file on the indexed volume.
The tree traversal may use well-known algorithms such as a
breadth-first or depth-first searching algorithms. During
the tree traversal, a process looks for whether documents
present in the file system are also present in the index. Documents which are not present in the indexes but are seen in the file system are new documents that were created after the shutdown of Index Server, and thus each such document is added to a list of documents to be indexed. Conversely, documents which are present in the indexes but are not seen in the file system are documents that were deleted after shutdown of Index Server, and thus each such document is removed from the internal indexes. For documents both existing in the internal indexes and seen during the tree traversal, the current write time of the document in the file system is compared with the write time of that document in the internal indexes. Those documents having write times in the file system that are more recent than the write times in the indexes have been modified since the shutdown, and are thus re-indexed.

While the above-described tree-traversal solution is significantly faster than re-indexing all documents at start-up, the solution is still too slow for large indexes. For example, indexes having hundreds of thousands or even millions of documents may require a processing time on the order of hours to complete this process. As indexes grow larger and larger, the time becomes even more unacceptable.

OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is an objective of the present invention to provide an improved method and system for determining which documents have changed between a shutdown and start-up of a file system activity-tracking program or the like.

In accomplishing that objective, it is a related objective to provide a method and system as characterized above that determines the changed documents in a substantially faster manner.
Another objective of the present invention is to provide the method and system for use with a document indexing program.

Yet another object of the present invention is to make the indexing process more efficient.

Still another objective is to provide a method and system of the above kind that is reliable, robust, efficient, flexible and extensible.

Briefly, in a computer system having a file system of documents, wherein the file system serially stores document change information in a persistent log of records, the present invention provides a method and system for updating at least one other file of document information, such as an index. A record is read from the persistent log, and processed to obtain a document identifier, change information about a document, and a sequence number representative of the relative position of the record in the log file (and thus the relative time of the change). The processing may include placing the record in an in-memory queue, serializing the record into persistent storage, and retrieving the record from persistent storage. The index or other file is updated based on the change information of the document that is stored in the record, and the sequence number of the highest record processed is recorded in a persistent data structure.

In the event of a shutdown of the updating / monitoring (e.g., indexing) program, upon restart, the sequence number is retrieved from the persistent data structure, and the index is updated by reading records from the log based on the retrieved sequence number.

Other objects and advantages will become apparent from the following detailed description when taken in conjunction with the drawings, in which:
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGURE 1 is a block diagram representing a computer system in which the present invention may be incorporated;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating various components of the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a log of USN records maintained by a file system;

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating various components of the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram representing the general steps taken to initially index a set of documents;

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram representing the general steps taken to perform a tree traversal with seen array processing for updating documents;

FIG. 7 is a flow diagram representing the general steps taken to handle notifications in accordance with one aspect of the present invention;

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram representing the general steps taken to index documents based on notifications in accordance with another aspect of the present invention;

FIG. 9 is a flow diagram representing the general steps taken to restart the indexing program in accordance with another aspect of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is a flow diagram representing general steps taken when a corrupt index is detected; and

FIG. 11 is an alternate block diagram illustrating various components of the present invention including multiple volumes and alternate file systems.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Exemplary Operating Environment

Figure 1 and the following discussion are intended to provide a brief general description of a suitable computing environment in which the invention may be implemented.

Although not required, the invention will be described in the general context of computer-executable instructions,
such as program modules, being executed by a personal computer. Generally, program modules include routines, programs, objects, components, data structures and the like that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types.

Moreover, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the invention may be practiced with other computer system configurations, including hand-held devices, multi-processor systems, microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, minicomputers, mainframe computers and the like. The invention may also be practiced in distributed computing environments where tasks are performed by remote processing devices that are linked through a communications network. In a distributed computing environment, program modules may be located in both local and remote memory storage devices.

With reference to FIG. 1, an exemplary system for implementing the invention includes a general purpose computing device in the form of a conventional personal computer 20 or the like, including a processing unit 21, a system memory 22, and a system bus 23 that couples various system components including the system memory to the processing unit 21. The system bus 23 may be any of several types of bus structures including a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a variety of bus architectures. The system memory includes read-only memory (ROM) 24 and random access memory (RAM) 25. A basic input/output system 26 (BIOS), containing the basic routines that help to transfer information between elements within the personal computer 20, such as during start-up, is stored in ROM 24. The personal computer 20 may further include a hard disk drive 27 for reading from and writing to a hard disk, not shown, a magnetic disk drive 28 for reading from or writing to a removable magnetic disk 29, and an optical disk drive 30 for reading from or writing to a removable optical disk 31.
such as a CD-ROM or other optical media. The hard disk drive 27, magnetic disk drive 28, and optical disk drive 30 are connected to the system bus 23 by a hard disk drive interface 32, a magnetic disk drive interface 33, and an optical drive interface 34, respectively. The drives and their associated computer-readable media provide non-volatile storage of computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules and other data for the personal computer 20. Although the exemplary environment described herein employs a hard disk, a removable magnetic disk 29 and a removable optical disk 31, it should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that other types of computer readable media which can store data that is accessible by a computer, such as magnetic cassettes, flash memory cards, digital video disks, Bernoulli cartridges, random access memories (RAMs), read-only memories (ROMs) and the like may also be used in the exemplary operating environment.

A number of program modules may be stored on the hard disk, magnetic disk 29, optical disk 31, ROM 24 or RAM 25, including an operating system 35 (preferably Windows NT), one or more application programs 36, other program modules 37 and program data 38. A user may enter commands and information into the personal computer 20 through input devices such as a keyboard 40 and pointing device 42. Other input devices (not shown) may include a microphone, joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner or the like. These and other input devices are often connected to the processing unit 21 through a serial port interface 46 that is coupled to the system bus, but may be connected by other interfaces, such as a parallel port, game port or universal serial bus (USB). A monitor 47 or other type of display device is also connected to the system bus 23 via an interface, such as a video adapter 48. In addition to the monitor 47, personal computers typically include other peripheral output devices (not shown), such as speakers and printers.
The personal computer 20 may operate in a networked environment using logical connections to one or more remote computers, such as a remote computer 49. The remote computer 49 may be another personal computer, a server, a router, a network PC, a peer device or other common network node, and typically includes many or all of the elements described above relative to the personal computer 20, although only a memory storage device 50 has been illustrated in FIG. 1. The logical connections depicted in FIG. 1 include a local area network (LAN) 51 and a wide area network (WAN) 52. Such networking environments are commonplace in offices, enterprise-wide computer networks, Intranets and the Internet.

When used in a LAN networking environment, the personal computer 20 is connected to the local network 51 through a network interface or adapter 53. When used in a WAN networking environment, the personal computer 20 typically includes a modem 54 or other means for establishing communications over the wide area network 52, such as the Internet. The modem 54, which may be internal or external, is connected to the system bus 23 via the serial port interface 46. In a networked environment, program modules depicted relative to the personal computer 20, or portions thereof, may be stored in the remote memory storage device. It will be appreciated that the network connections shown are exemplary and other means of establishing a communications link between the computers may be used.

Monitoring Document Changes

For purposes of the present invention, the above-identified computer system 20 preferably includes Microsoft Corporation's Windows NT operating system, the Windows NT file system (NTFS) and Index Server (or another document monitoring program). It should be understood that the present invention is not limited to indexing, but rather
applies to any type of program which monitors changes to files of a file system, documents in a search engine and so on, including backup programs, replication programs and so on. Moreover, the invention will operate with sources of data other than a file system, such as a database, that is arranged to provide an ordered list of changes to a change monitoring process for modifying a data structure such as an index. Nevertheless, for purposes of simplicity, the present invention will be primarily described with respect to content and property indexing of file system documents, particularly using Microsoft’s Index Server 60.

As represented in FIG. 2, the Windows NT file system (NTFS) 64 maintains a persistent list of document changes in an Update Sequence Number (USN) Log file 62. More particularly, as files are added, deleted or modified, NTFS appends USN records to a per-volume stream (the USN log file 62) that identify the files and describe the various modifications thereto. Notifications are provided to Index Server 60 from the USN Log file 62 via the NT file system 64.

As shown in FIG. 3, each USN record 62₁ - 62ₙ includes a document identifier identifying the document that was updated, a timestamp corresponding to the time of the update, a reason field identifying the type of change, and a 64-bit number called the update sequence number (USN). The USN is the offset of a particular record in the stream, and, since records are appended to the stream, USN's possess the property that they are monotonically increasing. For example, if a document named a.doc has been modified before a document named b.doc, then the USN for this particular modification of a.doc is less than the USN for the modification of b.doc. Note that alternative methods for generating USNs are feasible, (e.g., a persistent USN counter on disk that is incremented for every new record), and there is no intention to limit the present invention to any particular implementation thereof.
Accordingly, any data that tracks the position of one change relative to other changes (in time or otherwise) may serve as the USN.

The document identifier may be either a number (FileReferenceNumber) that uniquely identifies the documents on a volume or can be the full path (FileName) on a volume, (e.g., c:\directory1\patent.doc). In this architecture, the kernel-mode file system 64 is responsible for adding notification records, and thus the notifications will continue to be added even if Index Server 60 is shutdown.

Index Server 60 obtains its notifications from the USN Log 62 via the Windows NT file system ReadUsn API 66. As shown in FIG. 4, the ReadUsn API provides an interface for the user-mode change monitoring program such as Index Server 60 to read the kernel-mode USN Log 62, which can receive notifications from any appropriate source of data (e.g., the Windows NT file system 64 or a database). With this API 66, any change monitoring program with the proper security privileges can read the USN Log file 62. The ReadUsn API takes a StartUsn parameter, from which the reading of the USN Log file 62 begins. ReadUsn returns USN records 62₁ - 62ₙ in increasing USN order.

In accordance with one aspect of the present invention, Index Server 60 (or similar change monitoring program) uses these USN record notifications to maintain one or more data structures such as indexes 68. To use the notifications, when a USN notification record (e.g., 62₂) is received by Index Server 60, Index Server 60 queues the notification record in a linked list called the ChangeList 70. For purposes of speed, this ChangeList 70 is maintained in the (high-speed) RAM 25. Index Server 60 then uses a serializing process 72 to periodically serialize the notifications in the ChangeList 70 into a persistent log on the disk called ChangeLog 74. Then, although not necessary to the present invention, the
ChangeList 70 may be moved to another in-memory list called the serialized-ChangeList 75, which serves as a cache. Instead of reading from the persistent ChangeLog 74, (described below), which involves disk reads, the serialized-ChangeList 75 may be read for speed purposes. Of course, if the serialized-ChangeList 75 is empty, (e.g., after a restart), then the persistent ChangeLog 74 will be read. In any event, the ChangeList 70 is emptied, and the maximum USN that is serialized from the ChangeList 70 is persistently written to a UsnFlushed table 76. Note that as described in more detail below, a table is used because USNs are per volume, and Index Server 60 supports multiple volumes, each volume having one or more indexes 68 associated therewith.

For maintaining the indexes 68, the notification records are read by Index Server 60 from the head of the ChangeLog 74 (or when records are present, from the in-memory cache, i.e., the serialized-ChangeList 75) by a search engine 78 or the like. As previously described, each notification record (e.g., 622) identifies which document has changed and thus is to be re-indexed, or, if a delete notification record, which document has been deleted and thus is to be removed from the index. Once a document has been successfully indexed or removed, (or after a failure event has been logged if the document cannot be indexed for some reason), the corresponding serialized notification record 622 is removed from the head of the ChangeLog 74. When writing to persistent data structures, well known transaction techniques such as shadow copying or write ahead logging are used to ensure that persistent data structures are not corrupted due to abrupt crashes. The ReadUsn API 66 may be configured to report file change activity only when the final handle has been closed on the file. As can be appreciated, for indexing purposes this provides a significant efficiency advantage over the use of the FindFirstChangeNotification and
FindNextChangeNotification APIs 80, 82 which provide information on virtually all file activity, including transitory information that occurs while the file is open and is possibly inaccessible to the search engine. As described below with reference to FIG. 11, however, these APIs 80, 82 are still generally needed when indexing other file system changes, such as FAT (file allocation table)-based file systems 84.

In keeping with the invention, before a clean (non-abrupt) shut down, Index Server 60 serializes the ChangeList 70 to the persistent ChangeLog 74 without waiting for the serialization period, and persistently writes to the UsnFlushed table 76 the USN of the last change notification that was successfully serialized. After restart, Index Server 60 reads the USN Log 62 starting from this persistently saved USN, and the document name and change information in each USN record (e.g., 621) gives the list of changes. As can be readily appreciated, unlike tree traversal and seen array processing, (described in detail below), the time to determine the list of changes is independent of the size of indexes 68. Typically the number of modifications is small, which means that the USN-based method of the present invention takes seconds to a few minutes to determine the list of changes, which ordinarily is substantially faster than tree-traversal and seen array processing techniques.

Turning to an explanation of the operation of the invention with particular reference to the flow diagrams of FIGS. 5 - 8, the first time Index Server 60 is installed and run on a system, all appropriate documents in the file system 64 are indexed. Note that this refers to the very first time Index Server 60 is run, essentially when all indexes are empty. To accomplish the initial indexing, a tree traversal is performed as represented in FIG. 5.

Beginning at step 500 of FIG. 5, a variable UsnMax is set equal to the maximum USN value in the USN Log 62. Note
that the maximum USN in the USN Log 62 may be found using
the ReadUsn API 66. Next, at step 502, a USN of zero (0)
is written to the UsnFlushed table 76. As will be
discussed in more detail below, the zero will remain in the
UsnFlushed table 76 until the tree traversal indexing
completes successfully, providing an indication of whether
the documents were indexed properly.

At step 504, the tree traversal indexing process
selects a document of the file system 64 using a breadth-
first or depth-first search algorithm or the like. At step
506 the selected document is indexed by Index Server 60.
Alternatively, the document may be placed in a list for
subsequent indexing by Index Server 60 (e.g., after step
508). In any event, via step 508 the tree traversal
continues until all appropriate documents have been
scanned. Then, at step 510 the maximum value of the USN in
the USN log 62, UsnMax, is written to the UsnFlushed table
76. In this manner, all appropriate documents are
initially indexed. While time-consuming, under normal
circumstances such an initial scan will not be repeated
with the present invention.

Note that an alternative method for updating the index
68, when starting with a clean/empty index, is to avoid the
tree traversal and instead process each USN record in the
USN log 62 beginning at record one. Note that record one
is the first USN notification record after the volume was
created or freshly formatted. However, this updating
process requires that the USN record one has not been
deallocated, as described below. Moreover, this type of
updating is generally slower than a tree traversal if the
volume has been in use for a long time, as many
notification records will exist, possibly more than the
current count of files on disk. Of course, such a USN-
based index construction process also does not work for
volumes that have been upgraded from an earlier format that
did not have USN logging to a format that now supports USN logging.

In any event, the initial indexing process then continues to FIG. 9, where the Index Server 60 will monitor changes to documents by reading the USN Log 62 beginning at the value in the UsnFlushed table 76, which at this time ordinarily equals UsnMax. However, it is possible that the initial tree traversal was not successfully completed. Thus, beginning at step 900 of FIG. 9, the USN value is read from the UsnFlushed table 76 and tested to determine if this value equal zero. If zero, this indicates that the tree traversal was not successfully completed (i.e., step 510 did not properly execute following a successful tree traversal). If so, a tree traversal is again attempted.

Note that it is possible to checkpoint a tree traversal as an optimization, such that if the tree traversal fails, when restarting the tree traversal (when the UsnMax is still zero), it is not necessary to start from the very beginning. For example, the sub-directories that have been successfully traversed can be persistently noted in a table or the like on disk. Then, if there is a crash before the tree traversal completes, the table is read from disk, and noted directories need not be traversed again. The restart process can be refined to require less work by using more directory levels.

Ordinarily, the initial tree traversal is successful, and thus the USN does not equal zero at step 900 whereby the process branches to step 902. At step 902, the StartUsn parameter is set equal to the value in the USN Log 62, so that the USN log 62 will be read from the last-indexed USN forward, that is, beginning at UsnMax. The process continues to FIG. 7 wherein the USN records will be read and indexed in keeping with the invention. Note that changes to documents may have occurred between the time that UsnMax was written to the UsnFlushed table 76 (step 506) and the time that step 802 was executed, whereby the
value in the UsnFlushed table 76 is no longer the maximum
USN in the USN Log 62. If so, the notification records are
then read and indexed as described below with respect to
FIGS. 7 - 8.

It also frequently occurs that no new USN notification
records greater than or equal to UsnMax are present in the
USN Log 62, i.e., no new records have been added because no
documents have yet changed. In keeping with the invention,
when there are no notifications pending, Index Server 60
runs in the background waiting for notifications of
document changes. Index Server 60 may wait for
notifications in one of two ways. First, the wait can be
implemented by polling, whereby Index Server 60
periodically checks if there are new USN notifications.

More preferably, however, the wait is accomplished by
blocking where a separate thread waits until it is signaled
that there is a new USN notification.

FIGS. 7 - 8 generally represent the Index Server 60
process during its typical operation. Beginning at step
700, Index Server 60 creates a separate thread that waits
for a new USN notification (or periodically polls for
notifications). Note that if the polling model is used,
Index Server 60 performs its other operations between
polling operations, such as periodically serializing the
ChangeList 72 to the ChangeLog 74 (steps 706 - 712) and
indexing files based on any change notifications serialized
in the ChangeLog 74 (steps 800 - 806). Whether by polling
or blocking, if a new USN notification (or other message
such as an error code) is received, step 702 tests whether
the notification is a valid notification corresponding to a
changed document, or an indication of an error.

In the typical situation where a notification is
received and no error is present, step 702 branches to step
704 where the USN notification record is placed in the in-
memory-linked ChangeList (FIFO queue) 70. As previously
described, the in-memory ChangeList 70 is periodically
serialized into the persistent ChangeLog 74. To this end, step 706 detects the appropriate period for serializing, and until the period is reached returns to step 700 to await and queue new notifications. When the cycle for serialization is reached, step 706 branches to step 708 wherein the ChangeList 70 is serialized into the persistent ChangeLog 74. Then, at step 710, the ChangeList 70 is moved into the in-memory, serialized ChangeList (cache) 75 and the ChangeList 70 is emptied. Of course, the serialization period need not be an actual time duration, but can alternatively be based on some other factor, such as the number of notifications in the ChangeList 70. Once the change list has been emptied, step 710 writes the number of the last USN that was serialized into the

UsnFlushed table 76.

FIG. 8 represents the general re-indexing operation based on the USN notification records serialized into the ChangeLog 74. Note that because indexing preferably executes on a separate thread than the thread that waits for notifications, the steps in FIG. 8 run in parallel with those in FIG. 7. Alternatively, in the polling model, the steps of FIG. 8 can be integrated with those in FIG. 7 such as by executing steps 800 - 806 while awaiting new USN notifications and between periodic serializing times. In any event, step 800 determines if a serialized notification is pending in the ChangeLog 74, and if not, returns to wait for one or more notification records. Note that the wait for new records in the persistent ChangeLog 74 is not the same as the wait for new USN notification records in the USN Log 62. If at least one record is present, the first notification record is read from the head of the FIFO ChangeLog 74 (or the cache 75, if records are present therein) at step 802. Then, the indexes 68 are updated according to the document identified in the notification record at step 804, and if successfully updated, the notification record is removed from the head of the
ChangeLog 74 (or the cache 75) at step 806. Step 806 returns to step 800 where the next notification record, if any, is processed in the same manner.

Before a planned shutdown such as a shutdown due to low resource conditions, Index Server 60 will empty the ChangeList 70 and stop reading USN notifications from the USN log 62. Similarly after an abrupt shutdown to do a crash, Index Server 60 will be unable to read USN notifications from the USN log 62. However the file system 64 is responsible for adding notification records to the USN log 62, and thus notification records will continue to be added to the USN log 62 even when Index Server 60 shuts down.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, after Index Server 60 is restarted, (e.g., the low resource situation is cleared), Index Server 60 returns to the restart process of FIG. 9, i.e., Index Server 60 reads the last successfully processed USN from the UsnFlushed table 76 and starts reading the USN Log 62 from that USN value onwards.

Note that at step 702 of FIG. 7, an error may result from an attempt to read a record from a portion of the USN Log 62 that is no longer present. More particularly, since the file system 64 creates and appends a new notification record to the USN Log 62 for every document change, the USN Log 62 continues to increase in size. In order to conserve space, the maximum size of the USN Log 62, and a size of the USN Log 62 to deallocate when the maximum size is reached, are user-configurable. As a result, the file system 64 may periodically deallocate a portion of the USN Log 62 from the front of the USN Log 62. Deallocation from the front of a file is described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/813,621, entitled "Method and Mechanism for Freeing Disk Space in a File System," assigned to the assignee of the present invention and herein incorporated by reference in its entirety.
Deallocated USN records are no longer available for reading, and an error code (identifying a failed attempt to read deallocated space) is returned when attempting to read a deallocated USN record. In a situation where there is a large number of notifications received by Index Server 60 in a very short time, whereby Index Server 60 is unable to keep up with the pace of incoming notifications, and a corresponding portion of the USN Log 62 has been deallocated, then Index Server 60 will receive the appropriate error code. In such an event, Index Server 60 needs to update its indexes, but cannot use the now-deallocated USN Log 62. Accordingly, to accomplish the updating, Index Server 60 performs a seen-array-processing tree traversal by performing the steps of FIG. 6.

However, step 740 first saves the maximum USN in the USN Log 62 in the UsnMax variable. Then, a USN of zero is written to the UsnFlushed table 76 at step 742. As previously described, a USN of zero UsnFlushed table 76 acts as a flag to indicate whether the traversal is successful, i.e., if successful the USN in the UsnFlushed table 76 is changed from zero.

Next, the seen array processing is performed, shown in more detail in FIG. 6 beginning at step 600. First at step 600, an array of Boolean flags called the seen array, one flag for each document in the indexes, has each of its entries set equal to a value of doc_not_seen. Then at step 602 a document in the filesystem 62 is selected using a tree traversal algorithm, for example by using a well-known algorithm such as breadth-first or depth-first searching.

Step 604 tests whether the selected document is present in the internal indexes 68. If the document is not present in the internal indexes 68, then it is a new document that was added while Index Server 60 was not able to process the notifications. Accordingly, step 606, which adds non-indexed documents to a to-be-indexed list, will be performed for such a document.
If the document was in one or more of the indexes 68, step 604 branches to step 608 whereby the document's seen array flag is set equal to doc_seen. A synchronization test is performed at step 610 compare the time at which the document was last updated in the index (the index write time) against the last time the document was written in the filesystem 64. If the write times indicate synchronization, the process branches to step 612. If the two are not synchronized, step 610 branches to step 606 where the document is added to the to-be-indexed list, and then the process continues to step 612. Step 612 repeats the seen-array-processing by returning to step 602 until no additional documents are found in the tree traversal.

Once all documents have been scanned, the process continues to step 614. As can be appreciated, documents which are in the indexes 68 but are not found in a traversal of an appropriate tree were deleted while Index Server 60 was unable to receive USN notification records corresponding to the deletions. Accordingly, at step 614 any documents whose flags are still unchanged from doc-not-seen are removed from the indexes 68. Lastly, at step 616, any documents in the to-be-indexed list are indexed by Index Server 60.

Step 616 returns to step 744 of FIG. 7, wherein the saved UsnMax value is written to the UsnFlushed table 76. Note that if the tree traversal was not performed successfully, a zero remains in the UsnFlushed table 76, whereby the tree traversal would be attempted again. The Index Server process 60 then continues to FIG. 9, where the Index Server 60 will monitor changes to documents by reading the USN Log 62 beginning at the value in the UsnFlushed table 76, which at this time ordinarily equals UsnMax.

Even though care (e.g., transactional copying) is taken to keep persistent data structures such as the indexes 68 and the ChangeLog 74 from getting corrupted,
Index Server 60 can handle the rare case wherein such persistent data structures become corrupted. A test for such corruption can be performed wherever appropriate, such as by file system checks, or by Index Server 60 itself. As generally shown in FIG. 10, when Index Server 60 becomes aware of the corruption at step 1000, Index Server 60 deletes all its internal indexes 68 at step 1002 and empties the ChangeList 70 and ChangeLog 74 at step 1004. Then, a USN of zero is written to the UsnFlushed table 76 and an initial tree traversal of the volume is done, just as if the volume were being indexed for the very first time. As can be readily appreciated, this properly reconstructs the indexes 68.

As another enhancement, Index Server 60 allows just a portion of the volume to be indexed. For example, instead of indexing the entire c:\ volume, a user may wish to index only the directories c:\dir1, c:\dir2 and the directory trees rooted under those two directories. In such an event, instead of traversing the entire volume during the initial tree traversal, only the relevant directory trees need to be traversed. Since the NT filesystem 64 maintains a USN log 62 for the entire volume on a per volume basis, only those USN notifications that refer to documents in the specified list of directories need to be processed.

By way of example, assume the USN notification record contains the full path of the document, such as c:\dir1\patent.doc, and further that the list of directories being indexed is {c:\dir1, c:\dir2}. Since c:\dir1 is a prefix of c:\dir1\patent.doc, this particular USN notification record should be processed. However, for a document such as c:\dir3\review.doc, there is no prefix match, and thus any USN notification record therefor should be ignored. To filter only relevant documents and/or notification records, a filtering mechanism may be used, such as described in U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 08/813,618, entitled "Scope Testing of Documents in a
Search Engine Using Document to Folder Mapping," assigned to the assignee of the present invention and herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. Such a mechanism allows a list of directories to be compiled for inclusive filtering based thereon, and another such list for exclusive filtering.

Moreover, Index Server 60 allows the list of directories being indexed to be changed dynamically when the Index Server 60 is running. To this end, when a directory tree is newly added to an index 68, a tree traversal (as described above) is performed to add documents in that tree to the indexes 68. Then, the directory is added to the list of directories that are used to filter USN notification records. Conversely, when a directory tree is removed, the tree is removed from the list of directories that are used to filter USN notification records. Seen-array processing as previously described with reference to FIG. 6 is then performed to remove all documents in that directory tree from Index Server's internal indexes 68.

Although not necessary to the invention, Index Server 60 can index more than one volume, e.g., c:\ and d:\. If both volumes are NTFS volumes, the NT file system 64 provides a separate USN log 62 for each NT volume, and USN notification records from two different volumes are independent from one another. To maintain the independent relationship, Index Server 60 assigns a unique identifier, called a VolumeId, to each volume. When a USN notification is read from the USN log 62, it is tagged with the unique VolumeId for that volume. The format of the UsnFlushed table 76 is arranged to store a UsnMax for every volume that is being indexed, and to grow as new volumes are indexed. When the ChangeList 70 is serialized into the ChangeLog 74, the UsnMax for each VolumeId is written to the UsnFlushed table 76. If there are no notifications for a given VolumeId, then the UsnMax for that VolumeId is not
updated. Note that the volumes indexed by Index Server 60 need not be restricted to local volumes only, but instead may be remote shares in the UNC naming convention, i.e. `\server_name\share`. Each remote share is also assigned a unique VolumeId.

Lastly, as shown in FIG. 11, Index Server 60 and the present invention are sufficiently flexible and extensible to allow the combination of the scan-based `FindFirstChangeNotification` and `FindNextChangeNotification` monitoring scheme with the USN-based monitoring scheme of the present invention. The invention is also compatible with file systems that provide no notification mechanism, whereby indexes for the files thereof are updated by periodically scanning those files for changes. The Windows NT operating system allows for simultaneously loaded different file systems, such as NTFS and FAT, on a volume by volume basis. To this end, Index Server 60 persistently remembers which monitoring scheme is being used for a given volume and uses that monitoring scheme after startup. Of course, the significant speed and efficiency advantages described herein are found with a USN-based monitoring scheme or the like.

As can be seen from the foregoing detailed description, there is provided an improved method and system for determining which documents have changed between a shutdown and start-up of a file system monitoring program such as a document indexing program. The method and system determines changed documents in a substantially faster manner, while making the indexing process more efficient. The method and system is reliable, robust, efficient, flexible and extensible.

While the invention is susceptible to various modifications and alternative constructions, certain illustrated embodiments thereof are shown in the drawings and have been described above in detail. It should be understood, however, that there is no intention to limit
the invention to the specific forms disclosed, but on the contrary, the intention is to cover all modifications, alternative constructions, and equivalents falling within the spirit and scope of the invention.
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. In a computer system having a file system of documents, wherein the file system stores document change information in a persistent log of records, a method of updating at least one other file of document information, comprising the steps of, reading a record from the persistent log, processing the record to obtain change information about a document and a sequence number representative of the position of the document change information relative to other document change information, updating the other file based on the change information of the document, and recording the sequence number of the record in a persistent storage.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of processing the record includes the steps of writing the record to a memory, periodically serializing the record into a persistent data structure and reading the record from the persistent data structure.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of processing the record includes the steps of writing the record to a memory, periodically serializing the record into a cache, structure and reading the record from the cache.

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the records are serially added to the log file and the sequence number corresponds to a location of each record in the log file.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of updating the other file includes the steps of obtaining a document identifier and the change information from the record that was read from the persistent data structure, providing the document identifier and the change
information to a search engine for updating the other file, and removing the record from the persistent data storage.

6. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of retrieving the sequence number of the record from the persistent storage, and reading a record from the persistent log based on the sequence number retrieved.

7. The method of claim 6 further comprising the steps of reading at least one other record from the persistent log that is later in sequence than the record corresponding to the retrieved sequence number, and processing that record to obtain change information about a document corresponding thereto.

8. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of receiving directory information from a user, reading a plurality of sequential records from the log file, filtering the plurality of records based on the directory information to obtain a subset of records, and processing the subset of records to obtain change information about a plurality of documents and sequence numbers representative of the location of the records in the log file.

9. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of reading a record from the persistent log includes the steps of waiting for a notification of a new record added to the persistent log, and receiving the notification.

10. The method of claim 9 wherein the step of waiting for the notification of the new record comprises the step of polling for the notification.

11. The method of claim 9 wherein the step of waiting for the notification of the new record comprises the step...
of awaiting the receipt of a signal indicative of the new record.

12. The method of claim 1 wherein the other file is an index containing document properties, and wherein the step of updating the other file includes the step of modifying the index based on a changed property of the document.

13. The method of claim 1 wherein the documents are stored on a plurality of volumes, wherein the file system serially stores document change information in a plurality of persistent logs of records, with each log corresponding to a volume, and further comprising the step of attaching a volume identifier to each record read from one of the logs.

14. In a computer system having a file system of documents, wherein the file system stores information about changed documents in a persistent log of records, and wherein each record contains a document identifier corresponding to the document, a system for of updating at least one index which includes document properties, comprising, means for receiving a notification of a new record in the log, an interface for reading the new record from the persistent log, means for processing the record to obtain the document identifier and change information about the document corresponding thereto, and a search engine for updating the index based on the document identifier and the change information.

15. The system of claim 14 wherein each record further includes a sequence number indicative of the relative position of the record in the log, and wherein the means for processing the record includes means for obtaining the sequence number therefrom, and further
comprising a persistent data structure for recording the sequence number of the new record.

16. The system of claim 15 further comprising means for retrieving the sequence number from the persistent data structure, and means for providing a value based on that sequence number to the interface for reading a record corresponding to the value.

17. The system of claim 15 wherein the documents are stored on a plurality of separate volumes and wherein the file system serially stores the document change information in a plurality of persistent logs of records, with each log corresponding to a volume, further comprising means for attaching a volume identifier to each record read from one of the logs, and wherein the persistent data structure for recording the sequence number of the new record includes a plurality of locations for recording a sequence number for each separate volume.

18. The system of claim 15 further comprising at least one other file system that does not store information about changed documents in a persistent log of records, and further comprising means for receiving other change notifications from the other file system and means for updating another index based on the other change notifications.

19. The system of claim 14 further comprising a memory for storing the record read from the log, means for serializing the record into a persistent data structure, and wherein the means for processing the record includes means for reading the persistent data structure.
20. The system of claim 14 wherein the means for receiving a notification includes means for receiving a signal from the file system.

21. The system of claim 14 wherein the means for receiving a notification includes a polling mechanism.

22. In a computer system having a file system of documents, wherein the file system stores document change information in a persistent log of records, a method of updating at least one index of document information, comprising the steps of, reading a record from the persistent log, processing the record to obtain change information about a document and a sequence number representative of the relative position of the record in the log file, updating the index based on the change information of the document, and recording the sequence number of the record in a persistent data structure.

23. The method of claim 22 further comprising the steps of retrieving the sequence number of the record from the persistent data structure, and reading a record from the persistent log based on the sequence number retrieved.

24. The method of claim 23 further comprising the steps of reading at least one other record from the persistent log that is later in sequence than the record based on to the retrieved sequence number, and processing the other record to obtain change information about a document corresponding thereto.

25. The method of claim 22 further comprising the steps of receiving directory information from a user, reading a plurality of sequential records from the log file, filtering the plurality of records based on the directory information to obtain a subset of records,
processing the subset of records to obtain change information about a plurality of documents and sequence numbers representative of the location of the records in the log file, updating the index based on the change information of the documents, and recording the sequence number of the record having the highest sequence number in a persistent data structure.

26. The method of claim 22 further comprising the steps of waiting for a notification of a new record added to the persistent log and receiving the notification.

27. The method of claim 26 wherein the step of waiting for the notification of the new record comprises the step of polling the file system for the notification.

28. The method of claim 26 wherein the step of waiting for the notification of the new record comprises the step of awaiting the receipt of a signal from the file system.

29. The method of claim 22 wherein the step of processing the record includes the steps of writing the record to a memory, periodically serializing the record into a persistent data structure and reading the record from the persistent data structure.

30. The method of claim 29 wherein the step of updating the index includes the steps of obtaining a document identifier and the change information from the record that was read from the persistent data structure, providing the document identifier and the change information to a search engine for updating the indexes, and removing the record from the persistent data structure.
31. The method of claim 22 wherein the documents are stored on a plurality of volumes and wherein the file system serially stores document change information in a plurality of persistent logs of records, with each log corresponding to a volume, further comprising the step of attaching a volume identifier to each record read from one of the logs, the volume identifier corresponding to the volume of that log, and wherein the step of recording the sequence number of the record in a persistent data structure includes the step of recording the sequence number in association with the volume identifier.

32. The method of claim 22 further comprising the steps of detecting an error when reading a record, and in response, determining a set of documents indexed in the index, selecting a tree of documents in the file system and selecting each document in that tree, determining if each selected document is indexed in the index, and if not, indexing that document in the index, determining if a document is indexed in the index but is not in the tree and if so, removing the indexing of that document from the index, and if a selected document is in the tree and is indexed in the index, determining if the document in the tree is synchronized with the document in the index, and if not, re-indexing that document.

33. The method of claim 22 further comprising the steps of detecting a corrupt index, and reconstructing the index by scanning a tree of documents in the file system.

34. In a computer system having a source of changeable data wherein change information about changes to the changeable data are provided in a persistent log of records, a method of updating a data structure, comprising the steps of, reading a record from the persistent log, processing the record to obtain data change information and
a sequence number representative of the position of that change information relative to other change information, updating the data structure based on the change information of the document, and recording the sequence number of the record in a persistent storage.

35. The method of claim 34 wherein the step of processing the record includes the steps of writing the record to a memory, periodically serializing the record into a persistent data structure and reading the record from the persistent data structure.

36. The method of claim 34 wherein the source of data is a file system.

37. The method of claim 34 wherein the source of data is a database.

38. The method of claim 34 wherein the data structure is a file.

39. The method of claim 34 wherein the data structure is an index.

40. The method of claim 39 wherein the step of updating the other file includes the steps of obtaining a document identifier and the change information from the record that was read from the persistent data structure, providing the document identifier and the change information to a search engine for updating the index, and removing the record from the persistent data storage.
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